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(57) ABSTRACT 

A railroad traffic control system that links each locomotive 
to a control center for communicating data and control 
signals. Using on-board computers, GPS and two-way com 
munication hardware, rolling Stock continuously communi 
cate position, vital sign data, and other information for 
recording in a data base and for integration in a compre 
hensive computerized control system. The data base 
includes train schedules for real time display on train 
monitors. The current position of each train is compared to 
its planned schedule online to provide immediate informa 
tion to the dispatcher to determine whether a corrective 
action is necessary. When a train's deviation from its 
planned schedule exceeds a predetermined parameter, the 
system automatically calculates alternative Schedules for all 
trains in the System according to preselected operational 
constraints as necessary to minimize the effect of the devia 
tion. 

32 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 

- 

Assign a travel schedule to each of a plurality of trains in railroad system. 

Store the travel schedule for each such train in a computer memory. 

Dispatch the travel schedule to each train for display on an onboard monitor. 
- 

Track the position of each train in real time and compare the current position 
with the assigned travel schedule to determine whether a schedule variation 

greater than a predetermined acceptable threshold exists. 

If a schedule variation for any train exceeds the acceptable threshold, calculate 
alternative prospective travel schedules for each train such that predetermined 

operating parameters are maintained within the railroad system. 

lf more than one set of acceptable atternative travel schedules exist, find an 
optimal set according to predetermined optimization objectives. 

— — 
implement the preferred alternative travel schedule prospectively by 

automatically changing the travel schedule in the computer memory to conform 
to the preferred alternative travel schedule, 

Automatically dispatch the preferred alternative travel schedule to each train. 

- 

- 
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Assign a travel schedule to each of a plurality of trains in railroad system. 

Store the travel schedule for each such train in a computer memory. 

Dispatch the travel schedule to each train for display on an onboard monitor. 

Track the position of each train in real time and compare the current position 
with the assigned travel schedule to determine whether a schedule variation 

greater than a predetermined acceptable threshold exists. 

if a schedule variation for any train exceeds the acceptable threshold, calculate 
alternative prospective travel schedules for each train such that predetermined 

operating parameters are maintained within the railroad system. 

lf more than one set of acceptable alternative travel schedules exist, find an 
optimal set according to predetermined optimization objectives. 

Implement the preferred alternative travel schedule prospectively by 
automatically changing the travel Schedule in the computer memory to conform 

to the preferred alternative travel schedule. 

Automatically dispatch the preferred alternative travel schedule to each train. 

FIG. 7 
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INTEGRATED RAILROAD SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention is related in general to the field of railroad 
operation and, in particular, to an integrated System for 
controlling the interaction among trains and other vehicles 
on the System's tracks to ensure Safety and efficiency. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Railroads are operated throughout the World using tested 

technology and procedures designed to guarantee passenger 
Safety and to Safeguard the integrity of the rail System. The 
approaches taken by railroad operators to perform various 
functions have been adopted with substantial uniformity 
throughout the industry. As a result, railroads tend to operate 
in conservative fashion and changes are implemented slowly 
in the art even when technological advances provide and 
warrant improvements. 

For example, train Scheduling and dispatching is carried 
out mostly as a separate function with Substantial manual 
operations. Train Schedules are initially laid out by planners 
in train graphs where the projected travel Schedule of each 
train is shown in a position-verSus-time plot. The graphs 
show the locations within the system (called “sidings” in the 
art) where trains can be switched off the main line for 
various operational objectives (park, load, unload, 
reconfigure) and the times when the trains are expected to 
reach each location. Thus, the graphs also show where and 
when trains traveling in opposite directions are expected to 
cross, or trains traveling in the same direction at different 
Speeds are expected to pass one another. FIG. 1 illustrates a 
typical train graph showing, for example, the progression of 
two trains (A and B) traveling between locations 25-58 and 
47-1, respectively. As shown, trains A and B crossed at 
location 39 at about 9 am. At the current time of approxi 
mately 17 hours (5 pm), highlighted in the train graph by the 
moving line T, train A has reached and it stopped at location 
58, while train B is departing from location 27, where it has 
been Stopped for about two hours, heading toward location 
1. 

Train graphs are converted into railroad panels to help 
dispatchers control the flow of train traffic efficiently and 
Safely. Railroad panels consist of Schematic representations 
of the current condition of various yards along the route 
traveled by each train. FIG. 2 is a portion of Such a panel 
corresponding to the train graph of FIG. 1. Panels are 
utilized by dispatchers to Schedule the use of maneuvering 
tracks and yards as needed to allow trains to croSS or 
overtake one another at particular locations, or to be recon 
figured according to operational objectives and/or con 
Straints. Thus, for example, the dispatcher may have decided 
that train A Should have the right-of-way when trains A and 
B croSS at location 39 because train A is an express train. 
Similarly, a dispatcher would make decisions regarding 
priorities for trains due to croSS one another in the future, 
such as trains B and C, or C and D, in FIG.1. Accordingly, 
these priorities would be assigned and reflected in the 
current train graph and corresponding panel and the dis 
patcher would implement them by taking appropriate action 
in dealing with the train's conductor and/or with automated 
controls. 

The position of each train is determined in real time by the 
use of a conventional positioning System, Such as GPS, and 
is communicated to the dispatcher, So that the progress of 
each train can be followed and compared to the expected 
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2 
Schedule expressed in the relevant train graph and panel. 
When a Schedule delay or change occurs, adjustments are 
made by the dispatcher by manually rearranging the Sched 
ule reflected in the train graph and corresponding panel 
according to predetermined Safety and efficiency constraints. 
For example, if train A had been running late and it had 
become apparent that it wins would not be able to reach 
location 39 in time to exert its right-of-way over train B 
without causing an undesirable delay, the dispatcher would 
have modified the train graph to reflect that change and any 
other modification to the Schedule of other trains necessi 
tated by the change, So that the correct information would be 
available for dispatching. Keeping track of each train's 
position with respect to its Schedule and assessing the need 
or desirability for effecting changes in the train graphs and 
panels on a current basis is obviously taxing and time 
consuming for planners and dispatchers. In addition, Safety 
constraints warrant a very conservative approach to making 
any change to the Schedules reflected in active train graphs. 
Therefore, perturbations to planned train Schedules are 
likely to result in delays and Sub-optimal corrections that 
could be avoided if the process were automated and con 
trolled by an online computerized System under the dis 
patcher's Supervision. 

Another area of Sub-optimal operation is the use of 
maneuvering tracks. These are tracks typically present at 
Sidings around the System for Switching trains between main 
tracks (often referred to as “circulation” tracks) and for 
changing cars between trains. These tracks may be con 
trolled by the railroad's main control center, or may be 
isolated from the system and left totally to local control. In 
practice, when a conductor wishes to leave a circulation 
track and enter a maneuvering Zone to carry out a particular 
task, a request is made from the central control center for the 
release of the train to local operation within a given block of 
the maneuvering Zone. If the release is granted, the control 
center isolates the train from the rest of the System and stops 
accounting for its operations until it returns, Subject to 
further approval, to the circulation track. Thus, the System as 
a whole is unaware of the Specific action or operation carried 
out on the maneuvering tracks So long as the train in 
question remains inside the maneuvering Zone, thereby 
preventing any coordination with the operations conducted 
on the circulation tracks of the railroad System. For example, 
if a derailment or similar problem occurs, the control center 
and the dispatcher remain unaware until notified by a perSon. 
This lack of coordination is another Source of potential 
hazards and loSS of operational efficiency. 
A similar problem exists with circulation tracks that need 

to be taken out of Service temporarily for maintenance work. 
A track warrant (a permission to travel along a given 
Segment of track) and/or a maintenance-of-way (an exclu 
Sive permission to be present on a Segment of track to 
perform maintenance work) may be granted upon request to 
reach and maintain the pertinent Segment of rail. The Seg 
ment is then isolated from the Supervision of the control 
center until the maintenance work is accomplished. During 
the time control of the operation in the maintenance area is 
released, the control center is not able to account for the 
current Status and progreSS of the work. Thus, this informa 
tion is not accounted for or available to optimize the overall 
operation of the rail System. 

Another common prior-art practice in railroad operation is 
the use of So-called hot boxes to monitor the condition of car 
wheels and axles during transit. A hot box consists of a 
Sensor device capable of detecting the temperature of a body 
passing within a given detection Zone. A hot wheel is 
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indicative of a potential bearing breakdown and wheel 
Seizure that could have disastrous consequences. Thus, hot 
boxes are placed along tracks to monitor the temperature of 
the wheels of locomotives and cars of trains as they pass by. 
When a hot spot is detected, the hot box sends a signal to the 
central Station, which in turn is then able to alert the train 
conductor to effect whatever action may be appropriate 
under the circumstances. This alarm configuration requires 
the immediate awareneSS and manual intervention of an 
operator, which is often missing as a result of distractions or 
other intervening constraints. In addition, when a train's 
Schedule is altered as a result of a hot-box alarm, the 
Scheduling changes to the train in question and possibly to 
other trains within the System are necessarily tied to addi 
tional manual operations that require Scrutiny for Safety 
concerns and therefore time, as described above. Thus, the 
urgent response and the immediate System adjustments that 
could be obtained if the alarm information were communi 
cated directly to the train conductor and were acted upon 
immediately by the control center are not advantageously 
achieved in practice. 

These examples illustrate the Sub-optimal operation of 
railroad Systems even when State-of-the-art technology is 
utilized. Therefore, it is clear that any form of system 
integration that improved the efficiency of these and other 
tasks would constitute a welcome advance in the art. This 
invention is directed at implementing Such an integrated 
System of operation. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The general objective of this invention is an integrated 
monitoring and control System for a railroad that permits 
rapid adjustments to operating parameters in reaction to 
changes in the System, thereby providing the control infra 
Structure required for optimal Safety and efficiency of opera 
tion. 

Another objective is a System that makes it possible to 
account for each operating function and for the extent to 
which that function affects other operations in the System, So 
that the effects of perturbations may be analyzed and coun 
tered in optimal fashion. 

Another object is a System that provides real-time feed 
back information to planners and dispatchers concerning the 
effect of any particular proposed change to planned Sched 
ules and/or operating conditions. 

Yet another object is a System that provides real-time 
Scheduling Solutions to planners and dispatchers in response 
to actual changes to planned Schedules and/or operating 
conditions occurring within the System. 

Another goal is a System that is Suitable for automated 
implementation with current railroad Safety and operation 
equipment. 
A final objective is a System that can be implemented 

economically according to the above Stated criteria. 
Therefore, according to these and other objectives, the 

broad embodiment of the present invention requires linking 
each locomotive and/or other moving equipment within the 
territory covered by the railroad to a control center for 
communicating data and control Signals. Using on-board 
computers, GPS and two-way communication hardware, 
rolling Stock continuously communicate position, Vital sign 
data, and other information for recording in a database and 
for integration in a comprehensive computerized control 
System. The data base includes train Schedules and corre 
sponding railroad panels generated and entered into the 
System by planners for real time display on monitors and use 
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4 
by dispatchers. The current position of each train, as com 
municated to the control center, is compared to its planned 
Schedule online to provide immediate information to the 
dispatcher to determine whether a corrective action is nec 
essary. According to one novel and important aspect of the 
invention, when a train's deviation from its planned Sched 
ule exceeds a predetermined parameter, the System auto 
matically calculates alternative Schedules for all trains in the 
System according to preselected operational constraints as 
necessary to minimize the effect of the deviation. Thus, the 
dispatcher is not only alerted of the Schedule change, but is 
also presented with an immediate re-dispatch Solution for 
consideration that accounts for all operational constraints 
currently in place in the System. If the Solution is accepted 
by the dispatcher, the train graphs and panels in the System 
are automatically updated to reflect the changes for imme 
diate availability to planners and dispatchers, thereby pro 
Viding great advantages to the operation in the form of 
improved efficiency and Savings of time and effort. 

According to another aspect of the invention, the trains 
and other moving equipment in the System are equipped 
with a data processor connected to the System's communi 
cation network for receiving, transmitting and processing 
data, and also with an interactive color graphic console for 
displaying in real time the same panel information available 
to dispatchers at the control center. The interactive function 
of the system allows each conductor the flexibility of 
requesting track warrants for particular tasks by Specifying 
the request through the console directly to the automated 
System without participation of a dispatcher. The control 
System evaluates the availability of the requests within the 
operating parameters and Safety constraints of the overall 
System and, if available, it grants it directly without requir 
ing further action on the part of dispatchers. The system then 
automatically updates the panels displayed throughout to 
reflect the presence of the active warrant. Similarly, when 
the warrant terminates or is released by the conductor, the 
System automatically reflects the termination in all displayed 
panels for general information and consideration. By 
enabling the process of granting and releasing warrants 
without dispatcher participation, this feature of the invention 
provides a very advantageous improvement over current 
practice by freeing dispatchers from time-consuming and 
inefficient taskS. 

According to yet another aspect of the invention, the 
automated integration of all current operating data of the 
System make it possible to quickly analyze the effect of any 
change by artificially entering it into the System and request 
ing a simulated response in the form of a re-dispatch 
Schedule. Since the control System is programmed to pro 
vide optimal Solutions according to desired optimization 
criteria and within the current operating constraints of the 
System, optimal Solutions to alternative factual Scenarios 
may be developed in real time for the dispatcher's consid 
eration and action. This feature provides a heretofore 
unknown degree of flexibility to the operation of a railroad. 

Various other purposes and advantages of the invention 
will become clear from its description in the Specification 
that follows and from the novel features particularly pointed 
out in the appended claims. Therefore, to the accomplish 
ment of the objectives described above, this invention con 
Sists of the features hereinafter illustrated in the drawings, 
fully described in the detailed description of the preferred 
embodiment and particularly pointed out in the claims. 
However, Such drawings and description disclose but one of 
the various ways in which the invention may be practiced. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a typical train graph showing the pro 
gression of trains as they travel between locations along 
their routes. 
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FIG. 2 illustrates a portion of railroad panel correspond 
ing to the train graph of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic overview of the automated control 
System of the invention. 

FIG. 4 is a Schematic representation of the control Systems 
of the invention associated with moving equipment on the 
railroad, Such a the locomotive of each train. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of the control systems 
of the invention associated with Wayside equipment along 
the railroad. 

FIG. 6 is a Schematic representation of the control Systems 
of the invention associated with equipment at the control and 
dispatch center of the System. 

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps involved in 
implementing the automated traffic control System of the 
invention. 

FIG. 8 is an overview of the multiplicity of operations 
managed directly by the control center of the railroad System 
as a result of the complete integration of all functions into a 
Single computerized System according to the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

AS used herein, the term “vital Sign” of equipment refers 
to important operating variables Such as pressures and 
temperatures of hydraulic, water and fuel Systems, generator 
and battery Voltages, headlight Sensing units, hot-box 
readings, and any other operating parameter deemed impor 
tant for Safe and efficient maintenance and operation. The 
term “train control signals' refers to signals provided by the 
System to monitor and remotely control the Safe operation of 
the train; for example, Speeds are controlled to prevent 
exceeding pre-set limits related to train composition and 
track condition, and the braking System is monitored for 
remote override for emergency braking. The term “wayside 
condition Signals' refers to Signals provided by the System 
to monitor the condition or State of equipment and Sensors 
Situated along the track System, Such as the position of the 
gate at crossings, the State of derailment detectors, the 
position of Switches and the State of corresponding electric 
locks, the composition of trains passing by certain locations, 
the State of traffic Signals along the tracks, and the like. 

Moreover, it is understood that every reference to a train 
in this disclosure is intended to apply as well to any other 
movable piece of equipment that may be found along the 
tracks of the railroad system or other wayside facility within 
the communication network of the invention. 

Referring to the drawings, wherein like parts are desig 
nated throughout with like numerals and symbols, FIG. 3 is 
a Schematic Overview of the control System of the invention. 
The track 10 represents the network of rails in the system 
and the adjacent fiber-optic line 12 illustrates the ground 
communications network in place along each track in the 
System. The overall System includes equipment onboard 
each train T (represented by a locomotive), illustrated in 
block A and in FIG. 4, equipment distributed wayside along 
the tracks, illustrated in block B and in FIG. 5; and a central 
control and dispatch center, illustrated in block C and in 
FIG. 6. 

As shown in FIG. 4, the control system of the invention 
includes an onboard data processor and communication unit 
14 in each locomotive that receives information from vari 
ous radio and wire data channels 16. Current position 
information is received from a GPS satellite 18 by means of 
a GPS antenna 20 on the locomotive. Position information 
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6 
is received by the unit 14 through channel 22 and simulta 
neously transmitted to the control center through a radio 
antenna 24, a wayside repeater Station 26, and the fiber-optic 
network 12. The radio antenna 24 also provides a commu 
nication channel 28 to transmit data in reverse from the 
control center to the locomotive, and Such data are received 
for processing by the onboard unit 14. This unit similarly 
receives and transmits automatic train control signals (Such 
as for emergency braking, speed control, etc.) through a 
separate channel 30. This channel is used to connect the 
computer in the control center to all automated functions 
onboard the train. A separate channel 32 is used to receive, 
record and transmit Signals from mile-mark tag readers 
placed along the tracks in order to periodically confirm the 
exact position of the train. These Signals are emitted by 
Sensors that detect and identify Specific tags place wayside 
while the train is passing by. Since they are based on 
precisely fixed markers, the train positions So recorded are 
used to double-check and, if necessary, correct correspond 
ing GPS positioning data. 

Another input/output channel, 34, is provided to receive, 
record and transmit data from Vital-sign Sensors on the train, 
Such as preSSure and/or temperatures of hydraulic Systems 
and other operating parameters deemed important for Safe 
and efficient maintenance and operation. By transmitting 
this information to the central data base and by integrating 
it within the overall control system of the invention, it is 
possible to monitor continuously the condition of all essen 
tial components of the train and provide a real-time backup 
for Signalling any condition that warrants an alarm. Yet 
another channel 36 in unit 16 is used to provide a redundant 
brake-control System, if desired or required. Finally, an 
additional channel 38 is provided for use with any other 
onboard device that may need to be connected for integra 
tion within the overall control system, and a channel 40 is 
dedicated to energize unit 14 from an onboard power Source. 
The data processor and communication unit 14 is also 

connected to an onboard color graphic console or monitor 42 
which, in real time, displays information relevant to the 
operation of the corresponding train. For example, the 
portion of the railroad panel that includes the area being 
traveled by the train is shown and updated on a current basis 
to show the same information displayed on the complete 
panel board at the control center. Information regarding 
active warrants, maintenance-of-way Zones, and other useful 
data is also shown and updated in real time for the conduc 
tor's use. Moreover, the console 42 is utilized interactively 
to communicate with the automatic control System to request 
warrants without the need for dispatcher participation, as 
mentioned above. That is, the conductor may use the console 
to identify (Such as by touch) a Segment of track on the 
displayed panel for which he or she requests a warrant. The 
control center determines whether or not the warrant can be 
granted Safely and efficiently within the operating param 
eters built into the System and automatically grants or denies 
the warrant to the conductor without the intervention of a 
dispatcher. At the same time, both the request and the 
response are communicated and displayed in the corre 
sponding control-center panel for the dispatcher's knowl 
edge and, if necessary, for his or her intervention to override 
the automatic response. 
The wayside part of the control system of the invention is 

illustrated schematically in block B of FIG.3 and in FIG. 5. 
All railroad networks 10 comprise main lines 44 (also called 
circulation tracks) between recurring sidings and yards 
where trains may be diverted to maneuvering tracks 46 by 
remotely controlled Switching mechanisms 48. Maneuver 
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ing tracks are used, for instance, to remove the train from the 
main line in order to load or unload cars, to change the 
makeup of a train by dropping or adding cars, to perform 
emergency maintenance on rolling Stock, to allow a faster 
train to pass ahead of a slower one; or to allow the crossing 
of trains moving in different directions. In all cases, the 
diversion of a train is accomplished by means of a conven 
tional Switch 48 that is controlled by a signal received from 
the control center through the fiber-optic network 12 or from 
the train through the repeater 26 (Such as when control is 
turned over to the train conductor by the granting of a 
warrant). 

The wayside System includes various components that are 
illustrated for convenience at a siding in FIG. 5, but are in 
fact spread at useful intervals along the tracks of the System. 
These include grade-crossing equipment 50, Such as barriers 
and alarm Signals, to prevent crossing of tracks by automo 
tive traffic when a train is present. The operation of equip 
ment 50 is controlled remotely, typically from the control 
center, through the communication System provided by the 
fiber-optic and repeater-tower network. Hot box equipment 
52, which consists of Sensors placed along the tracks to 
detect the temperature of each wheel in a car, is similarly 
integrated within the System. When a Sensor in equipment 52 
detects an axle temperature above a predetermined Safe 
threshold, an alarm is transmitted in real time to the control 
center and the locomotive conductor through the commu 
nication network for immediate alert and consideration for 
responsive action. Because hot-box equipment is capable of 
keeping track of the position of each wheel within the train 
for which a measurement is taken, the exact car and location 
of a particular hot spot can also be identified and commu 
nicated through the System. 

Compositional tag-reader equipment 54 is typically 
placed at yards and at both ends of Sidings to check the 
make-up of each train passing by. Each car and locomotive 
in the System carries an identifying tag with information 
regarding its identity and attributes. Tag readers 54 capture 
this information and feed it to the System through appropri 
ate communication lines every time the car or locomotive 
passes by, thereby providing an accurate inventory of the 
make-up of each train both before they enter and after they 
leave a particular yard or Siding. The State of each Signal 
along the tracks is also monitored continuously by means of 
Signal Sending units and corresponding lines connecting the 
Signal Sights to a convenient Wayside distribution center 58 
where all wayside Signals are collected and distributed 
throughout via the fiber-optic line 12 or the radio repeater 
station 26. 

AS a Safety measure, each Switch 48 on the tracks is 
typically equipped with an electric lock 60 to prevent 
manual Switching. The lock is controlled remotely, typically 
by the control center in the System. If manual operation is 
desired, Such as in cases when control is released to local 
operation in maintenance-of-way or maneuvering Zones, the 
System of the invention enables the concurrent release of 
control over the Switch by deactivating the electric lock 60. 
Finally, the invention also integrates into the Overall control 
System the information generated by derailment detectorS 62 
Scattered throughout the rail network. These detectors vary 
in kind from Simple mechanical levers to Sophisticated 
optical instruments positioned alongside the track to detect 
any wheel that is not riding on the rail, Such as might result 
from a broken axle, in order to provide an early warning of 
a potential derailment Situation. By connecting all equip 
ment according to the invention, an immediate warning can 
be generated and transmitted to the conductor of the train in 
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8 
question. It is noted that the wayside System may also 
include a stationary antenna 64 used in conventional differ 
ential GPS to refine the precision of the global positioning 
System. 

FIG. 6 illustrates schematically the components of the 
central control and dispatch System of the invention. A 
central computer 70, which may be located within a dispatch 
center 72 or at corporate center 74, is programmed to receive 
and integrate all signals provided by the communication 
network into an overall dynamic model of the System. It 
includes interactive Software for composing train graphs 76, 
which are then automatically converted into railroad panels 
78. Both are displayed conventionally in large boards at the 
dispatch center 72, but are also available for interactive 
manipulation at planner Stations 80 and dispatch Stations 82. 
The model also includes Software for monitoring every piece 
of information received from the communication network 
and for ensuring that it falls within predetermined expected 
parameters of operation. When a Signal indicates that a 
parameter has been exceeded or has not been met within an 
acceptable tolerance, Such as a greater-than-acceptable train 
delay or a positive signal from a derailment detector, the 
computerized model calculates prospective changes to the 
current train graphs and panels according to predetermined 
optimization criteria (So called objective functions in the art 
of optimization) and within the operating constraints of the 
System. For example, an optimization criterion may be to 
minimize overall passenger-train delays regardless of the 
effect on freight-train Schedules, or an alternative criterion 
may be to maximize freight tonnage transported to a given 
location irrespective of consequences to all other trains. 
Similarly, System operating constraints would be predeter 
mined required Stops for each train, maximum speed limits 
for each train composition on various Segments of track; 
travel restriction due to active maintenance-of-way and 
track-warrant Zones, and any other constraint that the rail 
road management wishes to impose on the System. 
AS a result of the computerized, automated, real-time data 

collection and response of the control System of the 
invention, the alternative Scheduling Solutions to Schedule 
variations caused by unplanned occurrences within the rail 
System can be immediately evaluated and accepted or 
rejected by planners and dispatchers manning Stations 80,82. 
The System may also be integrated with general corporate 
plans Such as long-term Scheduling priorities, maintenance 
programs, and perSonnel Schedules, all of which are addi 
tional operating constraints to be accounted for by the 
control System of the invention. Accordingly, a specific 
Station 84 may be provided for use by maintenance perSon 
nel. FIG. 7 is a Schematic diagram of the various Steps 
involved in the automated control Scheme of the invention. 

FIG. 8 is an overview of the multiplicity of operations 
managed directly by the control center of the railroad System 
as a result of the complete integration of all functions into a 
Single computerized System according to the invention. By 
Virtue of the complete and current data base available, the 
system can also be used for simulation of the effect of 
engineering alternatives on the System, for training, and for 
any other function that requires the availability of a dynamic 
system model. An interactive monitor station 86 is shown in 
FIG. 8 to illustrate this capability of the invention. Finally, 
the real-time communication capability afforded by the 
system of the invention to every operator within the network 
is also conducive to internet connection for research, 
reporting, and other Similar functions, as illustrated in the 
figure. 

Various changes in the details, StepS and components that 
have been described may be made by those skilled in the art 
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within the principles and Scope of the invention herein 
illustrated and defined in the appended claims. Therefore, 
while the present invention has been shown and described 
herein in what is believed to be the most practical and 
preferred embodiments, it is recognized that departures can 
be made therefrom within the scope of the invention, which 
is not to be limited to the details disclosed herein but is to 
be accorded the full Scope of the claims So as to embrace any 
and all equivalent apparatus and procedures. 
We claim: 
1. In a railroad System wherein a plurality of trains is 

operated over multiple interconnected tracks, a traffic 
control System comprising the following combination of 
components: 

(a) means for assigning a travel Schedule to each of a 
plurality of Said trains and for Storing Said Schedule in 
a computer memory; 

(b) means for determining each train's position as the 
train progresses along Said tracks, 

(c) means for comparing said train's position with said 
travel Schedule assigned thereto to produce a compli 
ance indicator indicative of a Schedule variation for the 
train; 

(d) means for calculating, when said Schedule variation 
exceeds a predetermined acceptable threshold, an alter 
native travel Schedule for each of Said plurality of trains 
as necessary to maintain predetermined operating 
parameters within the System; and 

(e) means for automatically changing said travel Schedule 
of each train in the computer memory to conform 
prospectively with Said alternative travel Schedule. 

2. The traffic control system of claim 1, further including 
processing means for optimizing, according to a predeter 
mined optimization objective, Said function of calculating an 
alternative travel Schedule for each of Said trains. 

3. The traffic control system of claim 1, further including 
means for automatically dispatching Said alternative travel 
Schedule to the train. 

4. The traffic control system of claim 3, further including 
means for displaying Said alternative travel Schedule 
onboard the train. 

5. The traffic control system of claim 1, further including 
means for receiving and Storing in Said computer memory 
operating data indicative of equipment vital Signs. 

6. The traffic control system of claim 5, further including 
means for comparing Said operating data with corresponding 
acceptable ranges of operation and for automatically pro 
ducing an alarm when a vital Sign is outside a corresponding 
acceptable range of operation. 

7. The traffic control system of claim 6, further including 
means for calculating, when Said Vital sign is outside the 
corresponding acceptable range of operations, a modified 
travel Schedule for each of Said plurality of trains as neces 
Sary to maintain predetermined operating parameters within 
the System. 

8. The traffic control system of claim 7, further including 
processing means for optimizing, according to a predeter 
mined optimization objective, Said function of calculating a 
modified travel Schedule for each of said trains. 

9. The traffic control system of claim 1, further including 
means for receiving and Storing train control Signals in Said 
computer memory. 

10. The traffic control system of claim 9, further including 
means for comparing Said train control Signals with corre 
sponding acceptable ranges of operation and for automati 
cally producing an alarm when a train control Signal is 
outside a corresponding acceptable range of operation. 
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11. The traffic control system of claim 1, further including 

means for receiving and Storing mile-mark tag reader Signals 
in Said computer memory. 

12. The traffic control system of claim 11, further includ 
ing means for comparing Said mile-mark tag reader Signals 
with Said train's position and for automatically producing an 
alarm when a mile-mark tag reader Signal does not coincide 
with Said train's position within a predetermined acceptable 
tolerance. 

13. The traffic control system of claim 1, further including 
means for receiving and Storing wayside condition signals in 
Said computer memory. 

14. The traffic control system of claim 13, further includ 
ing means for comparing Said wayside condition signals 
with expected reference parameters and for automatically 
producing an alarm when a wayside condition Signal does 
not conform with Said expected reference parameter. 

15. The traffic control system of claim 1, further includ 
ing: 
means for automatically dispatching Said alternative 

travel Schedule to the train; 
means for displaying Said alternative travel Schedule 

onboard the train; 
means for receiving and Storing in Said computer memory 

operating data indicative of equipment Vital signs, train 
control Signals, mile-mark tag reader Signals, and way 
Side condition signals, and 

means for comparing Said operating data, train control 
Signals, mile-mark tag reader Signals, and wayside 
condition Signals with corresponding acceptable opera 
tional parameters and for automatically producing an 
alarm when an operating datum, a train control Signal, 
a mile-mark tag reader Signal, or a Wayside condition 
Signal does not conform with a corresponding accept 
able operational parameter. 

16. The traffic control system of claim 15, further includ 
ing processing means for optimizing, according to a prede 
termined optimization objective, Said function of calculating 
an alternative travel Schedule for each of Said trains. 

17. The traffic control method of claim 1, further includ 
ing the Step of receiving and Storing in Said computer 
memory operating data indicative of equipment vital Signs. 

18. The traffic control method of claim 17, further includ 
ing the Step of comparing Said operating data with corre 
sponding acceptable ranges of operation and for automati 
cally producing an alarm when a vital sign is outside a 
corresponding acceptable range of operation. 

19. The traffic control method of claim 18, further includ 
ing the Step of calculating, when said Vital sign is outside the 
corresponding acceptable range of operations, a modified 
travel Schedule for each of Said plurality of trains as neces 
Sary to maintain predetermined operating parameters within 
the method. 

20. The traffic control method of claim 19, further includ 
ing the Step of using an electronic processor to optimize, 
according to a predetermined optimization objective, Said 
Step of calculating a modified travel Schedule for each of 
Said trains. 

21. A method for controlling traffic in a railroad System 
wherein a plurality of trains is operated over multiple 
interconnected tracks, Said method comprising the following 
Steps: 

(a) assigning a travel Schedule to each of a plurality of 
Said trains and Storing Said Schedule in a memory of an 
electronic processor, 

(b) determining each train's position as the train 
progresses along Said tracks and Storing the position in 
Said memory; 
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(c) utilizing said electronic processor for comparing said 
train's position with Said travel Schedule assigned 
thereto and for producing a compliance indicator 
indicative of a Schedule variation for the train; 

(d) utilizing said electronic processor for calculating, 
when Said Schedule variation exceeds a predetermined 
acceptable threshold, an alternative travel Schedule for 
each of Said plurality of trains as necessary to maintain 
predetermined operating parameters within the System; 
and 

(e) automatically changing said travel Schedule of each 
train in the memory of the electronic processor to 
conform prospectively with Said alternative travel 
Schedule. 

22. The traffic control method of claim 21, further includ 
ing the Step of optimizing, according to a predetermined 
optimization objective, Said Step of calculating an alternative 
travel Schedule for each of Said trains. 

23. The traffic control method of claim 21, further includ 
ing the Step of automatically dispatching Said alternative 
travel Schedule to each of Said trains. 

24. The traffic control method of claim 23, further includ 
ing the Step of displaying Said alternative travel Schedule 
onboard the train. 

25. The traffic control method of claim 21, further includ 
ing the Step of receiving and Storing train control signals in 
Said computer memory. 

26. The traffic control method of claim 25, further includ 
ing the Step of comparing Said train control Signals with 
corresponding acceptable ranges of operation and for auto 
matically producing an alarm when a train control Signal is 
outside a corresponding acceptable range of operation. 

27. The traffic control method of claim 21, further includ 
ing the Step of receiving and Storing mile-mark tag reader 
Signals in Said computer memory. 

28. The traffic control method of claim 27, further includ 
ing the Step of comparing Said mile-mark tag reader Signals 
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with Said train's position and for automatically producing an 
alarm when a mile-mark tag reader Signal does not coincide 
with Said train's position within a predetermined acceptable 
tolerance. 

29. The traffic control method of claim 28, further includ 
ing the Step of receiving and Storing wayside condition 
Signals in Said computer memory. 

30. The traffic control method of claim 29, further includ 
ing the Step of comparing Said waySide condition signals 
with expected reference parameters and for automatically 
producing an alarm when a wayside condition Signal does 
not conform with Said expected reference parameter. 

31. The traffic control method of claim 21, further includ 
ing the following Steps: 

(f) automatically dispatching said alternative travel Sched 
ule to the train; 

(g) displaying said alternative travel Schedule onboard the 
train; 

(h) receiving and storing in Said computer memory oper 
ating data indicative of equipment Vital signs, train 
control Signals, mile-mark tag reader Signals, and way 
Side condition signals, and 

(i) comparing Said operating data, train control signals, 
mile-mark tag reader Signals, and wayside condition 
Signals with corresponding acceptable operational 
parameters and for automatically producing an alarm 
when an operating datum, a train control signal, a 
mile-mark tag reader Signal, or a wayside condition 
Signal does not conform with a corresponding accept 
able operational parameter. 

32. The traffic control method of claim 31, further includ 
ing the Step of using an electronic processor to optimize, 
according to a predetermined optimization objective, Said 
Step of calculating an alternative travel Schedule for each of 
Said trains. 
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